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DRESS FOR
SUCCESS
Cold Weather Brings Big Changes ◆BY GEORGE HARRIS
For instance, the simple bulk of
cold-weather clothing, such as heavy
sweaters and jackets, limits our flexibility and range of motion. Such added
bulk might even restrict movement to
the point of not being able to comfortably reach the carry location at all.
Unless we practice drawing, handling and reloading along with immediate action, movement and recovery to
the carry location with our cold-weather clothing, we are cheating ourselves
in the preparedness department. It’s
comforting to have a gun with you
when you venture out, but if you can’t
get to it when you need it, it becomes
perhaps more of a liability than an aid.
When you factor in all of the situations and conditions of year-round
carry, it might be prudent to have an
alternate carry method or location
in your repertoire. This means acute
awareness when carrying as to where
you are carrying and sufficient prac-
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to put it to use, the outcome would be
in our favor.
Unfortunately, most of us don’t live
in an area where temperatures are mild
and pleasant year-round. Odds are
that where you live, the temperatures
will start to drop later in the year and
some sort of falling weather — liquid
or frozen — takes place, accompanied
by heavy winds just to make it more
miserable.
When we venture out into these
conditions, it is likely that we will add
some sort of protective clothing to our
normal style of dress to protect ourselves and our concealed carry equipment from the elements. It is likely
that if the weather is severe enough
— and it often is — the clothing that
we don to protect us from the elements
will change the dynamic of accessing
our equipment, performing necessary
life-saving tasks and returning it to the
original location when necessary.
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For many of us, carrying concealed
is a day-in, day-out reality. In order to
maintain consistency, a specific handgun or type of handgun should be selected along with a carry location for
that handgun and extra ammunition.
Proficiency is kept at the desired level
through the regular practice of drawing, holstering, handling, reloading,
performing immediate action, moving
to cover, etc. We keep in mind that
weapon retention is a factor in carrying, particularly when carrying offbody or when someone discovers that
we have a gun through an inadvertent
lapse and decides that they should
have it instead of us. Covert drawing
and reholstering should also be a part
of our skill set, as conditions and situations escalate and de-escalate, sometimes very quickly. We now should
feel good, after a little practice, about
our ability to operate our equipment
and feel confident that if we ever had

DRESS FOR SUCCESS
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Though the fundamentals of drawing a pistol do not change, the manner in
which they are executed can. Are you wearing gloves? Does your sidearm have
a hammer or other surface that easily snags on clothing? Will the wearing
of more and heavier clothing allow you to carry a larger firearm with better
defensive capabilities? All of these are questions you should be asking if you
live in an area with cold seasons.
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tice as to achieve the desired level of
proficiency without having to stop and
think, “What am I carrying today and
where am I carrying it?” In some cases,
two guns might even be the best option
to accommodate entering and leaving a
variety of dissimilar environments.
These alternate carry locations need
to make sense and be realistic to the
working and living environment when
considered.
As an example, carrying in an ankle holster while wearing overshoes or
rubber rain boots would make it very
difficult to access the gun if the boots
covered the ankles or even higher. The
same would apply to a great number of
cold-weather footwear options as well.
Bulky boots make it difficult to clear
the pants leg from around the boot to
access the gun for an expedient draw.
Another consideration with ankle holsters in inclement weather is exposing
the gun to rain, snow, road salt or other
contaminants and how the operation of
the gun would be thus affected. In cold
weather conditions, there are better options than the ankle to carry a gun.
Pocket holsters have become a popular method of carrying a concealed
handgun over the last few years simply
because they are convenient and comfortable. There are two categories of
pocket carry that bear consideration:
below the belt line and above the belt
line.
Below the belt line most often means
concealing your handgun in one of the
front pockets of the trousers, though
some prefer the wallet holster concealed in one of the back pockets.
Cargo pockets are a carry location
that many overlook, however, and a
form-fitted internal holster that maintains the position of the gun becomes a
valuable option, particularly when you
are seated.
The considerations here are ease of
access and reholstering as well as a
loose fit or enough bulk in material to
conceal the outline of the gun.
Above the belt line pertains to the
upper outerwear. Some coats and jackets are cut long enough that they pre-
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quite right with this picture. By attracting such attention, the very concept of
concealed carry could be jeopardized.
Conversely, wearing a shoulder holster
with the outer garment open at the front
is much like wearing a shoulder holster
with a light jacket or suit coat.
Wearing a set of coveralls or an insulated suit for winter activity that
completely covers your body from
shoulders to feet makes it virtually
impossible to access a gun carried in
a conventional manner. A full rain suit
presents the same issue in that your
normal concealed carry location is inaccessible without partially undressing.
A good option is carrying your gun in
a waist-level pocket on the dominant
side with your extra ammunition in the
opposite pocket for ease of access and
balance. Some clothing designed for
inclement weather has pockets in the
chest area as well, and such garments
can be treated similarly to our previous
description of a heavy outer jacket.
Pocket holsters are recommended in
all cases for weapon stability and protection as well as to break up the outline of the gun to the outside observer.
They also help in achieving a smooth,
snag-free draw from the pocket.
Regardless of clothing and circumstance, having a gun that you can get
to when you need it is always better
than having a gun that you can’t readily
access without partially undressing. As
is so often said, timing is everything.
Taking a page out of the knife fighter’s
handbook, the ability to discreetly have
the gun in your hand at the ready, as
well as being able to put it back where
it came from unnoticed if danger passes, gives one the tactical advantage of
time and surprise.
Be prepared by staying proficient
with your choices of concealed carry
regardless of the season. Practice often,
and practice as if it was your last session before the test of your life.
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so you can never let your guard down.
Another reason for the strap or tether is
to combat distraction or absent-mindedness. Think about how many times
you have laid something down — cell
phone, car keys, hat, etc. — and walked
off only to discover later that it was no
longer with you. It happens to all of us
more than we’d like to admit.
Waist carry (inside or outside of the
pants), cross draw, appendix carry,
point of hip, behind the hip or small of
the back all have to be weighed against
the same parameters as the other methods of carry. The waist holster is a good
option, provided the outer garments are
left open or are easy to open to facilitate
the draw and reholstering of the gun (as
well as accessing extra ammunition if a
reload is required).
If the jacket is worn open, unzipped
or unsnapped, a simple strong hand
sweep clears the garment to facilitate
the draw and return to the holster. If the
jacket is worn zipped up or otherwise
closed at the front, it has to be loose
and short enough to clear the gun for a
draw. This is done by simply reaching
across with the support hand and lifting the edge of the garment clear of the
firearm, similar to the movement used
when wearing a sweater or untucked
shirt. If the gun is carried on the waist
in warm weather, with a little judicious
clothing selection there is no reason to
change the carry location. It takes just a
little extra practice with the additional
clothing to make it work.
For those who are fans of the shoulder holster, most, if not all, of the same
parameters for the other methods of
concealed carry apply. The main concern in drawing from the shoulder holster is opening the jacket to access the
gun. If one hand is clearing the garment
from the carry location and the other
is drawing the gun, this pretty much
leaves snaps or Velcro fasteners as the
best options to hold a jacket closed in
the front.
Realistically, in a driving rain or on
a bitterly cold day, having your coat
open tells any onlooker capable of cognitive processing that something is not
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vent easy access to the front and back
trouser pockets. A good option here is
to use the slash pockets of the jacket,
provided they are deep enough to conceal the handgun and a pocket holster.
Technically speaking, a revolver can
be fired multiple times from a jacket
pocket, eliminating the need to draw
before engaging the target. I’ve done it
just to see if it works, and it does, but,
realistically, you have to be at nearpoint-blank range to reliably hit your
target. (Apart from safety concerns, it
also makes a real mess and trashes the
jacket for future use.)
Some jackets have built-in pockets
in the upper chest area for concealment
purposes. Some have Velcro; others
have zippers, buttons or snaps to keep
the pocket secure. I’m not a huge fan
of these simply because of the range of
motion necessary to access the gun and
what the muzzle must cover on the way
to the target. It’s always better to consistently have a gun one place or another, but I think the side pockets make the
most sense.
Another concern regarding jacket
carry is what happens when we take
it off. You can’t just hang it in a closet and forget about it. The gun is your
responsibility and potentially your lifeline, which means you have to have an
alternate carry method and a private
place to transfer it to that carry location
when you remove the jacket. Moreover,
reversing the process when you recover
the jacket to go back out in the elements
must be given some thought as well.
One carry method that won’t change
throughout the year is off-body carry.
Whether you carry in a purse, document bag, briefcase or other hand-held
item, being in constant contact or within arms reach of that item is imperative. A sturdy strap or tether keeping
your carry device attached to you at all
times might be a bit troublesome, but it
is necessary to have the gun available
and in your control 100 percent of the
time. Retention is also a major concern
when out in public with an off-body
carry device; purse-snatchers and other street thieves are at work 24/7/365,
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CALLING
ALL WOMEN!

Concealed Carry & Fashion
◆BY ANETTE WACHTER

Whether you are wearing pants, skirts or
dresses, there are options for you.

ON-BODY CARRY
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Of all of the holsters I have, I mostly
wear the FlashBang Holster or the Ava
IWB Holster designed by Lisa Looper
of the Looper Brand. I wear jeans and
T-shirts a lot, so these two options are
easy and comfortable.
It is well known now that the FlashBang is a bra holster. The holster straps
around the middle front of a bra and is
meant for smaller subcompact guns. It
does take some getting used to. At first, it
is alarming knowing the muzzle is right
under your breast. But the holster covers almost the entire gun and, no matter
how much movement or fidgeting you
might do, the gun is safely concealed.
If needed, you can reach under the shirt
and, with a quick snap down, draw the
gun from the holster. With practice, it is
a very fast way to access your firearm. I
love this holster. It is available for $49.99
at flashbangstore.com.
The Ava, also by Looper designs, is
the most comfortable IWB holster I have
worn. I’m not sure if I should admit this,
but I often forget I am wearing it. Lisa
designs all of her holsters for the shape
of women’s bodies. No matter your size,
she has something that will work for you.
The Ava has a colorful suede lining that
does not get sweaty against your skin.
Like the FlashBang, you can choose the
brand of gun to fit in left- or right-handed
options. It is available for $59.99 at flashbangstore.com.
Wearing skirts and dresses used to
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There are no longer any excuses for
you to not carry concealed. You can look
fashionable and carry at the same time.
On- or off-body concealed carry has
never been more fashionable or practical.
Designed by women, for women, there
are many great options for us to choose
from now. Gone are the days of the bulky
OWB holsters built for men or the frightening concealed carry vest. Frankly, I’d
rather poke my eyes out with a fork than
wear the latter. We also no longer have
to wear loose-fitting clothing or layers to
hide our handguns.
I live in an urban environment where
current fashion is part of the lifestyle. I
carry daily and I want to look good doing it. Although my holster choices work
with my clothes, I want them to be practical and safe as well. For the last several years, I have been testing as many
of the products as I can as fast as they
come out. I have boxes of rejects, and the
options that passed my tests are the ones
I use daily. I love that I can wear fitted
clothes and dresses and no one’s the wiser that I’m carrying.
I recently gave a speech about concealed carry at a ladies’ event. I was
wearing a fitted tank top and pencil skirt
with high heels. It was not until the end
of the talk that I revealed that I was wearing not one but three guns concealed on
me. The room fell apart. Not that I would
normally wear that many guns at once,
but my point was made: Women can do
this now.
All of the products I mention here are
designed and manufactured by women.

WOMEN’S FASHION

very fitted or light-colored tops, it worked
with most any shirt. You can position it as
high or low on the waist as you would like
for ease of retrieving the gun. Corset holsters come in several great colors and are
available in lace or plain lycra. Prices start
at $101 at deneadams.com.

OFF-BODY CARRY

SOURCES

FlashBang: flashbangstore.com
Femme Fatale:
femmefataleholsters.com
UnderTech Undercover:
undertechundercover.com
Dene Adams: deneadams.com
Gun Girls, Inc.: gun-girls.com
OffHand Gear: offhandgear.com
Beau + Arrow: shopbeauarrow.com
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I used to cringe when I would see concealed carry purses in gun stores. They
looked like fanny packs gone bad: They
were made from horrible materials and the
only color option was brown. To be honest, my first choice is on-body carry. I do
not usually carry a gun in my purse, but
once in a while, I need to. At least now I
am not embarrassed to show off my CC
purse or computer bag. In fact, I like them
so much I use them as everyday bags even
without firearms in them.
Susan Kushlin of Gun Girls, Inc. designs and offers a large line of women’s
firearms accessories. I found the greatest
camouflage clutch with gold studs on her
site. I carry this purse all of the time; it
has a hidden center gun pocket that closes
with zippers and is accessible while carrying the handbag on your left or right side.
The pocket runs the height and length of
the bag and has Velcro on both walls of the
pocket, holding the velcro-covered holster
in place. It can be carried as a clutch but
also has a removable shoulder strap. This
is a small purse — about 12 by 8 inches — so the size of the pistol you carry
will determine how much extra girl stuff
you can keep in there. It is not real leather,
but it looks great and that keeps the price
affordable. You can buy the purse for
$55.95 at countryoutfitter.com.
Last year at SHOT Show, a friend gave
me a bag that had her company logo on it.
I thought it was a perfect-sized computer
bag and have been using it as such ever
since. Turns out it is actually a range bag
made by OffHand Gear, which is owned
and operated by Sandi Dee outside of
Phoenix. The bag is clever, practical and
super cute.
Called The NORB (No Ordinary Range
Bag), it is available in several pattern options. There is an exterior ambidextrous
zipper to reach the gun without having

to open the flap, and I love the stretchy,
rifle-sling-inspired shoulder strap. (The
NORB can also be unfolded and used as
a range pad.) The bag stays slim while
having room for a large wallet, touch-up
makeup, hair ties, a phone and, of course,
everything you need for the range — pistols, mags, ammo, eyes, ears and even
your cleaning kit. Or, as in my case, a
small laptop fits too. The NORB can be
found on Sandi’s site at offhandgear.com
and is priced at $129.
For the ultimate high-fashion concealed
carry statement, you have to check out a
new line of purses from Beau + Arrow, a
line designed by Betty and Iris Yen. These
two ladies have deep roots in the New
York and Los Angeles fashion worlds
and have designed a high-end line of concealed carry purses.
I was able to test a beautiful leather
bag called Annie. Made of matte white
Kobe leather and also available in black,
brown and maroon, this bag has impeccable details. You get what you pay for:
The quality is amazing and the purses are
gorgeous. The Annie has an exterior gun
pocket accessible by zippers on either side
and comes with a holster that is attached
with Velcro inside the pocket.
The Annie purse is oversized — 12.5
inches high, 18 inches wide and 6 inches
deep — and can be used as an overnight
bag. It has four gold feet that keep the bottom of the bag in perfect condition … did
I mention this thing is gorgeous? For your
next splurge, go to shopbeauarrow.com.
The Annie goes for $595.
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mean going without an on-body holster.
Not anymore. An option that works for
dresses and skirts is the amazing lace
thigh holster made by Femme Fatale out
of Texas. Femme Fatale makes corset and
ankle lace holsters as well. This really is a
fun and sexy accessory that has a function.
The thigh holster is a wide elastic band
that has extremely sticky silicone grippers
at the top and bottom of the unit.
I wear the Femme Fatale lace thigh holster often, and it has not lost its grip; it
really stays on, even over stockings. There
is a wide pocket the gun slips into, and it
will not slip out. The pocket is meant to be
worn on the inside of the thigh.
At first, I thought carrying a gun this
way would drive me nuts . You know you
are wearing it; I will not deny that. But
you get used to it, and you can still walk
normally. This is not, however, for your
full-sized 1911 — subcompact is the way
to go. The holster is available for $70 at
femmefataleholsters.com.
Another great option for wear with
skirts or pants are the compression shorts
by UnderTech Undercover. (You can’t really attach an IWB holster to a skirt.) The
compression shorts are tight-fitting and
have pockets at the back on the left and
right sides. I will wear this with skirts, but
mostly I wear the holster with sweatpants
for when I walk my dog. I trust the holster to jog with as well, as the elastic band
holds a gun very snugly. They come in a
three-pack set for $99.99 at undertechundercover.com.
My most recent test holster is a corset-style unit by Anna Henry of Dene Adams. I have seen this out for a while, but I
just thought it looked like something that
was not functional. I was pleasantly surprised by how nice it was to wear, and it is
much more concealable than I had thought.
This ultra-feminine and slimming corset
is a compression holster worn around the
waist. The inside lining is very soft, and the
corset is really cozy. Again, this is meant to
hold a subcompact or micro pistol in a leftor right-side pocket at the stomach.
From looking at the holster, I thought it
would be too bulky to wear with a T-shirt
and that I might need a looser-fitting top
or sweater. I was wrong again. Except for

BY ANETTE WACHTER

CLIMATE
CONTROL

Options for Warm Weather Carry ◆BY DAVE MORELLI
are other options.
If the outside-the-pants carry is still
for you, remember to cover it completely and remember it is there when moving about. I have carried a gun this way
for so long my movements automatically compliment the carry. I wear a heavy
enough and long enough vest to cover
the muzzle end and not show the shape
of the gun under it. I wear the holster
slightly back from my side so the vest
covers it when moving about. If the
wind is blowing, my arm automatically
positions to hold the vest down.
I have turned to the SERPA-type
holster for off-duty carry because it
adds a level of security to carrying the
weapon. Plus, my duty weapon has the
same security device, so it is natural.
Don’t think that someone can’t remove
your concealed carry piece in a scuffle. I like knowing it won’t fall out if
I am called upon to run or jump over
something.
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clothes situations. This was not always
so. I retired from a big city department in a warm climate and, most of
the year, off-duty carry was a bit more
challenging. I remember once having
lunch, off duty, in a restaurant/tavern
and noticed a couple uniforms enter
the establishment in a covert tactical
manner. Not realizing that one of the
employees noticed a bulge under my
shirt and called the police, I immediately started looking around to see if
I could identify the problem for which
they were called.
Imagine my surprise/embarrassment when the eyes of one officer met
mine. Recognizing me, he smiled and
came over to my table. That situation
worked out well and my only punishment was briefing room banter, but it
could have resulted in getting proned
out in the middle of a restaurant. This
was the start of my search for a better
way to carry concealed off duty. There
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I prefer to carry my off-duty pistol
in the same position as when on duty.
The quickest draw will come from the
outside-the-pants, strong-side holster.
When the weather allows, a light vest
or jacket will cover the firearm without
too much signature.
Even when carried this way, the carrier needs to be diligent in movement
to make sure the gun doesn’t become
exposed when bending over or reaching up for something. In some communities, this will alert a frightened public
into calling law enforcement. In some
communities, displaying your concealed firearm is illegal and can cause
problems that are best not encountered.
Fortunately for me, I live in a community that isn’t alarmed by the sight
of a weapon, and it is small enough
that most of the folks around know
who I am. The weather here is always
cool enough for a vest or some over
garment to cover my weapon in plain-

WARM WEATHER CCW
With the right cover
garment, even
large pistols
can be easily
concealed.

BY DAVE MORELLI

FANNY PACKS

CCW PURSES

As the cover goes deeper, the next in
line is the inside-the-waistband (IWB)
holster. These have become much better over the years with the use of harder
materials to facilitate easier reholstering.
The soft leather type goes flat when the
gun is removed and really is only good
for a protective cover in my opinion.
The IWB holster covers the muzzle
in the pants and less than half of the
firearm is above the waistline, changing the signature left under the shirt.
A loose-fitting T-shirt (choose something other than white) can cover the
grip of the weapon and it is still relatively easy to get into action quickly.
One thing to consider: As the weapon
goes deeper undercover, it becomes
less and less accessible.
The CrossBreed holster is a good
choice because it combines leather and kydex to make a simple IWB
holster that is accessible with less of
the gun above the pants. It is a skeleton-type holster, and the muzzle of the
gun will imprint on the pants, so the
cover garment should be long enough
to conceal this.
It is a well-designed holster that can
be worn anywhere on the belt. Some
guys like wearing the holster closer
to the center of the back. I think this
is OK if the carrier doesn’t sit much,
but I prefer to sit much of the day and
prefer my gun more to the side. The
IWB can also be worn in a cross-draw
position if you prefer.
Another IWB holster I like is
made by Bianchi. Model #120 is an
all-leather holster with a hard material sewn in around the top opening
so it will not crush in after the gun is
drawn. The leather covers the whole
gun and, unlike the CrossBreed, there
is less muzzle signature. The holster
also has a flap that protects the skin
from sharp edges and metal and also
keeps sweat from the gun.
As the carry method gets closer to the
body, one should consider stainless or
polymer guns. In a moderate environment,
sweat will quickly rust steel, and in hot environments, it can be a big problem.
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I would include the purse here, but
I don’t have much experience with
them, at least those that don’t match
my shoes. That said, I offer this advice:
Ladies, if you are going to stash a gun
in your purse, get one that has a holster
compartment designed for CCW or at
least holster it in the purse with something that protects the trigger to prevent
a negligent discharge. Lipstick containers have been known to work their way
into the trigger guard and fire the pistol.

IWB HOLSTERS
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Another option is the
CCW fanny pack. The
great thing about the
fanny pack is you could carry
a concealed gun while wearing a
string bikini. (I apologize for the
image; I didn’t mean to suggest I
intend to wear a bikini.)
One of the downfalls of the
fanny pack, aside from being a
fashion faux-pas, is that it has
become an icon. People now
tend to believe everyone who
wears one has a gun in it. This
is a small problem though
when weighed against the
advantages: A fanny pack
completely seals the gun
from view and, with the
proper holster attachment
inside, safely carries it with
any clothing.
They make fannies
large enough to carry
your full-sized gun,
but I prefer a smaller
one that is less conspicuous but still can
pack an adequate handgun
in a compact version. They
also come in many colors,
and a fu-fu color might be
less conspicuous than “tactical” black or coyote. With a
little practice, fannies allow
access to the gun quickly and
hold other things like keys, a
wallet or spare magazines.

WARM WEATHER CCW

BY DAVE MORELLI

a spare magazine. I like the waistband
holster when I am going to the gym.
The band holds up the pistol and my
sweats conceal the weapon. If the elastic bothers you, an IWB holster on a
belt under the sweats will do the same
thing but is a little bulkier.
It is also a good way to be armed
while jogging. I realize it is more
stylish or maybe even more comfortable to wear shorts when running, but
the waistband setup will work well in
this situation. For the public and me, I
would rather wear sweats.

FOR THE LADIES
No single holster will work for every circumstance, but modern IWBs, like
this N82 Original Tuckable (available at n82tactical.com), allow for excellent
concealment whether you’re wearing a suit, slacks or hiking shorts.

TO THE EXTREMITIES

Waistband holsters, which are elastic bands with a holster sewn in, can
also provide great concealment in hot
weather. They can carry the pistol and
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AT THE WAIST

SOURCES

CrossBreed Holsters:
crossbreedholsters.com
Bianchi Holsters:
safariland.com
Colt’s Manufacturing Company:
colt.com
Uncle Mike’s — unclemikes.com
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Moving on, we have the extremity
carry. Much like the gamblers of the
Old West, carrying a weapon on an extremity can prove to be advantageous in
some situations, especially concealed
carry. They had the derringer in the
sleeve for a quick show of force or the
dagger in the boot for sly quiet defense.
Today, the derringer in the arm
would definitely make you look a little
weird, but ankle carry for a firearm is a
good way to go in warm weather. This
would, of course, require the wearing
of long pants.
This carry is slow to draw, but speed
can be improved with practice. Stepping forward with the carry leg or back
with the non-carry leg and bending the
knees can get the shooting hand close
enough to pull the weapon out. Obviously, this will be a smaller weapon
but not out of line for a Detective Special-type revolver or small auto. I can
get away with a Colt Officer’s Model
on my ankle but I wouldn’t want to run
much with it (though, in all fairness, I
don’t much care for running at all).
The holster must be sturdy and comfortable. It is sturdy so that it carries the
gun without the chance of it falling out
and comfortable because the ankle is
sensitive to something rubbing against

the bones that are close to the surface.
When I am on duty, I wear an Uncle Mike’s nylon holster over my duty
boot. This gives extra padding against
the ankle area and is comfortable for
the whole shift. Now, the most common problem with the ankle holster is
its tendency to slide down while walking. If I wear an ankle weapon in plain
clothes when it’s warm, I will usually
wear a lightweight boot with a high ankle to support the holster.
Ankle carry is a decent way to carry
your sole weapon but really excels as
backup carry. There are good reasons
to carry a backup. One, of course, is
if the primary weapon fails or you run
out of ammo. An overlooked reason to
carry two weapons is to have one for an
unarmed but trained friend who might
assist in the threat neutralization. A
spouse, for instance, who is more concerned with fashion than carry might
not be dressed to safely carry a weapon.
Handing off a secondary weapon gives
her the ability to back your play or protect herself if need be.

There are a host of other carry options, especially for the gals, that warrant investigation for the serious gun
toter. Thigh holsters, bra holsters and
holsters sewn into T-shirts might limit
the size of the pistol you will want to
pack, but any gun is better than no gun.
In warm weather, concessions will
have to be made when you carry. The
concealed carrier will have to mold the
carry option to the clothing he or she
will be wearing and the gun he or she
wants to carry. With a little experimentation, a combination can be had that is
comfortable and user-friendly.
After the carry option is decided,
don’t forget to get comfortable using it
and practice bringing the gun into action from this carry option when shooting at the range. Train like your life depends on it, because some day it might.

HOT TACTICS FOR
COLD WEATHER

Turn Up the Heat on Your EDC ◆BY JOHN CAILE

tion. For example, if your gun is small
enough, try a pocket holster in an outside pocket of your jacket or coat. A
compromise? Sure. Then again, carrying almost always involves compromises. Every situation is different, so find a
method that works for you.
No matter what the season, never,
ever carry a gun in a pocket without a
pocket holster. A pocket holster keeps
the gun upright and easier to grasp, and
can also help prevent a very nasty negligent discharge, which, Murphy’s Law
being what it is, will likely occur at the
very moment you need your gun most.
Oh, by the way, did you remember
to wear gloves when you tried drawing
your gun? You might be shocked to find
out that, while you might be able to get
at your gun, your glove-covered fingers
are now too fat to fit into the trigger
guard. This is no minor issue. Fumbling
with a gun in the middle of a violent encounter can be life-threatening.
One solution is to find a pair of thin,
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Here’s a simple test: With your gun
unloaded and carried in your usual
manner, dress as you intend to for cold
weather. Now, attempt to rapidly draw
and acquire a target. Most people are
surprised to find out how long this can
take. There are a number of ways to
improve this situation.
First, make sure you’re not bundled
up like Ralphie’s little brother in A
Christmas Story. The finest handgun
in the world is useless if it’s buried
under layers of buttoned-up or tightly
zippered clothing. When I carry in cold
weather, I generally wear just a down
vest or jacket and only occasionally a
top coat, and I tend to leave them unzipped and/or unbuttoned. This gives
me quick access to my strong-side belt
holster and doesn’t really affect my
comfort all that much since I seldom
spend hours on end in the cold.
But what if you do spend hours on
end in the cold? Well, then you might
consider an alternative carry loca-
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For those of us who live in areas
where the coming of fall means a significant change in weather, we should
give some serious thought to the effect
that colder temperatures and adverse
weather can have on our defensive
capabilities. I live in Minnesota, and I
can almost see those of you fortunate
enough to live in the Sunbelt smiling
smugly. But even in Florida, many residents run for sweaters and down vests
the minute temperatures drop below
60 degrees. Regardless of where you
live, changes in temperature can require changes in strategy.
An obvious factor to consider is
your wardrobe. On the plus side, extra layers, from down vests to jackets
and topcoats, make concealment much
easier. Even sweaters (loose fit and
dark colors recommended) can help
hide your carry gun. But you should
also consider the effect such additional items of clothing have on your ability to quickly draw your gun.

HOT TACTICS

attractive to carjackers. As you come
out of the store and hit your spare electronic key fob to unlock the doors, you
might suddenly find yourself confronted by one or more bad guys who could
very well be armed. And if you are now
looking down the barrel of a gun, your
own firearm has become practically
useless.
Again, being in a rush to get inside,
you might not have been as observant
of who was standing around the store
entrance or sitting in their own vehicles. Pay attention to your surroundings, even when (or perhaps, especially
when) it’s cold and miserable.
Lastly, remember that having your
equipment in tip-top shape is always essential. This includes carrying a clean,
properly lubricated gun, but don’t spend
too much time agonizing over what
kind of lubricant to use in cold weather. Remember that unlike a deer rifle
or scoped hunting handgun that will be
carried outside clothing and subject to
extreme cold, defensive handguns are
almost always carried close to the body
where they remain almost at body temperature, regardless of season.
Besides, the choices of quality lubricants today are almost endless, including metal “conditioners” that work
even though they feel dry to the touch.
Just remember to follow the product directions for applying.
As far as ammunition goes, about
the only change that some police officers make in colder weather is to carry
slightly heavier weight bullets (such
as 180-grain versus 165-grain in .40
S&W). The thinking is that heavier bullets have a better chance of penetrating
thick winter clothing. True? Probably.
Essential for private citizens? Only you
can make that call.
Winter can affect how we protect
ourselves, and it makes good sense to
consider all of the potential issues well
before the cold weather sets in.
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True, many indoor ranges prohibit drawing from the holster, and many
people in major urban areas do not have
access to an outdoor range. But you can
always practice drawing from concealment at home (again, unloaded firearms
only). Top shooters spend a remarkable
amount of time running just such dryfire drills.
Just remember that the sequence of
movements is likely to differ somewhat
from your summer routine, so you must
repeat the process hundreds of times in
order to make the actions virtually automatic. And the more closely the clothing you train in matches the way you
are going to be dressed when carrying,
the more effective that training will be.
Another less obvious (but serious)
problem with foul weather is the effect it has on our situational awareness.
Walking through a dark parking garage
in cold temperatures is quite different
from the same activity on a warm summer evening. For one thing, having our
ears covered with earmuffs or hooded
parkas reduces our ability to hear potential threats. Ditto carrying umbrellas in places like Seattle, where winter
means heavy rain instead of snow.
Another issue is that the worse the
weather, the more we tend to be in a
rush to get to our destination. Research
has proven that being “in a hurry” significantly reduces our ability to pay attention to what’s going on around us.
We need to discipline ourselves to pay
particular attention to our surroundings,
even in bad weather.
Car thefts (and worse, carjackings)
become more common in many areas
that experience extremely cold temperatures. Why? Stand outside any convenience store during sub-zero weather
and you will only have to wait a few
minutes to see someone pull in and leave
his car running in the parking lot as he
hurries inside. Thieves and carjackers
know this. If you left your vehicle unlocked (as a shocking number of people do every winter here in Minnesota),
thieves can simply get in and take off.
Even if you locked the car, the fact
that it’s running makes it especially
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very snug-fitting gloves that give some
protection against cold while still allowing smooth and easy access to the
trigger. I have several pairs that I purchased precisely for that reason. You
might have to try out a dozen pairs until
you find one style that works. (While
doing this, please try not to scare too
many of the other customers in the
store.)
Another tactic for those living in
cold-weather climates is to make sure
that your carry gun has a trigger guard
large enough to allow access to gloved
fingers. This is the very reason that
many modern AR-style rifles have a
larger-than-normal trigger guard — to
accommodate police and military personnel who frequently wear gloves.
In winter, I often carry my SIG Sauer
P239 for just that reason: It is one of the
few guns I own that allows my gloved
finger to fit easily into the trigger guard.
Now, buying an additional gun just for
cold weather can be cost-prohibitive for
many people. But if you are in the process of selecting a carry gun, you might
want to take gloved finger access into
consideration. Finding out your gun is
not glove-friendly after you’ve plunked
down a lot of hard-earned money can
be frustrating, so try before you buy.
If the above options do not work or
are simply not practical for you, you
might want to consider rapidly yanking
off your gun-hand glove as part of your
drawing sequence. In fact, I often avoid
wearing gloves at all when merely darting to or from my car, since I won’t be
outside long enough to freeze my fingers.
OK, so you’ve come up with a wardrobe that allows reasonably quick and
convenient access to your firearm.
What now? Well, as in all things related to self-defense, practice is essential.
In the middle of winter, I see people
in comfortably heated indoor shooting
ranges blissfully blasting away, dressed
in T-shirts or other summer wear. This
is certainly enjoyable, but it is important to practice dressed exactly as you
would be for cold weather, especially
when drawing from concealment.

BY JOHN CAILE

DRESSING
FOR IWB

Should You Choose a Firearm for Your Clothing
or Your Clothing for Your Firearm? ◆BY BOB CAMPBELL

makes an intelligent choice. Those who
dress around their defensive gear —
rather than attempt to make the gear fit
their lifestyle — choose the IWB. This
is the qualifying difference between living the responsibly armed lifestyle and
accommodating a handgun in a less serious manner.

HOLSTERS

When you begin to select your carry
gear, the holster comes first. While quality handguns are important and ammunition selection is a serious consideration,
the holster will make or break your day.
The holster cannot always be comfortable or light as a feather but neither
should it be a chafing nuisance.
A reasonably comfortable holster
that offers a good balance of speed and
retention is vital. The Hopps Custom
Leather holster is a good design, comfortable, of supple leather and the blend
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tain size handgun and particular type
of holster, you need to plan ahead and
choose clothing that complements the
choice. We like to be well-armed and
obtain gear that gives us a level playing
field with the protein-fed, ex-con criminal class.
Adopting a quality inside-the-waistband holster affords us the opportunity
to effectively conceal a fighting pistol
that is large and powerful enough to
speak with authority on our behalf. If
you choose a belt holster, then you must
select a covering garment that will conceal the full length of the holster. If you
elect to deploy the more concealable inside-the-waistband holster, then a lighter garment that covers the handle of the
firearm is all that is necessary.
There are compromises inherent in
every holster type, but when the advantages of the inside-the-waistband (IWB)
holster are considered, this holster
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When preparing for concealed carry,
you have to look at the whole picture.
The handgun, the holster, the ammunition and the clothing you select are all
important.
The beginner will often adopt a firearm and holster combination to adapt
to his mode of dress. He might deploy
a light handgun and a pocket holster to
fit his dress trousers. He might select
gear based upon a “cool factor” with little thought of practical use. The results
would often be laughable if they were
not so serious.
As an example, a young man showed
up at my class with a light jacket over
his shoulder holster. The overbuilt rig
printed under the jacket and the fellow
gave the impression he was wearing a
bra beneath his windbreaker.
Others adopt improper covering garments and expose even well-designed
holsters. When you are deploying a cer-

DRESSING FOR IWB
of two-tone tanning is pleasing to the eye.
This holster rides close to the body while
preserving the draw angle.
The S & S (Snaps and Straps) IWB
holster from Barber Leather Works is a
remarkable holster from a young maker
enjoying well-earned success. The twin
wings spread the weight out in a comfortable manner, making the Snaps and Straps
design a top choice.
Liberty Custom Leather’s Savannah
holster is a well-executed, traditional design from an old-line maker. The Savannah is affordable, with the option of adding custom enhancements such as double
loops and alligator welts. The Saigon Belt
Clip from the same maker is a minimalist
design that appeals to many users.
These are just a few of the best quality IWB holsters available. If you do not
begin with a quality holster, then dressing
around the holster means little. Just the
same, when you chose a holster, that is
just the beginning.

BELTS
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sential to the program. If you go cheap on between a rugged, long-lasting work shirt
the belt, you will not have utility, speed, and a rugged, long-lasting and comfortretention or comfort.
able tactical garment. After worn, you
will settle for nothing else. When exeCOVERING GARMENTS
cuting the draw or otherwise engaged in
The next step is the outer garments. We movement, these garments will not cramp
should consider the worst-case scenario your style. Your anatomy becomes a
in which the IWB is the handiest, and that load-bearing device when you are carryis carrying a serious handgun without a ing concealed, and gear such as this lightcovering garment such as a long jacket or ens the burden.
sport coat. A pulled-out sport shirt or even
When deploying with a light covering
a T-shirt should conceal the firearm.
garment, this garment should be of a darkAmong the most useful shirts I have er color. White and other light colors are
found comes from Kakadu Traders. A shirt more likely to allow the outline of a dark
specifically designed for concealed carry handgun to be seen. The garment should
must allow a greater range of movement be at least a light blue shade in order to fathan a simple dress shirt. The Kakadu cilitate effective concealment, and tan or
Gunn Worn line features canvas construc- brown is better. Yet another consideration
tion and a fit that allows the ideal range is whether you should use a traditional
of movement. This is a great design that IWB holster or the modern tuckable.
The tuckable can be worn under the
is presently in service not only with the
author but a military intelligence officer shirt with the shirt tucked in. Among the
presently deployed in a European hot spot. most innovative is the SwapRig holster,
The design of these shirts allow a great- a design that allows changing the kydex
er range of motion than most. Since can- holster and using the same leather backvas is used in their construction, they are ing. If you elect to deploy a tuckable holfar less likely to blow up or be brushed up ster, then you need to choose a shirt that
and flash the handgun. These shirts are an is generous enough in dimension to both
excellent choice for concealed carry use. conceal the holster effectively and be
comfortable when deploying the holster
concealed beneath the shirt rather than
UNDERGARMENTS
When carrying IWB, the covering gar- simply under the shirt.
When you look at all of the solutions to
ments are important but so are the underconcealed
carry, the best answer remains the
garments. It is essential that an undershirt
be worn between the holster and the body, concealable and effective IWB. But the holeven in the warmest climate, for the best ster will not work properly unless you take
comfort and concealment. Sometimes the time to prepare and select a wardrobe
carrying without an undergarment be- that maximizes the advantages it offers.
neath a light T-shirt works fine if an IWB
with a soft leather pad is used, but when
possible, it is ideal to use an appropriate
undergarment. In this case, you need to
obtain the best product possible.
SOURCES
I discovered credible gear just a few
Hopp Custom Leather:
miles from Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
hoppcustomleather.com
Longworth Industries developed a system
Barber Leather Works:
for wearing next to the skin that functions
barberleatherworks.com
well as a stand-alone garment or for use
Liberty Custom Leather:
as part of a layering system. The material
libertycustomleather.com
builds upon the body’s natural temperaKakadu Traders:
kakaduaustralia.com
ture regulation and, most importantly, the
seam placements are specifically tailored Longworth Industries: proxgo.com
SwapRig Holsters:
for freedom of movement.
swaprigholsters.com
This intelligent design is the difference
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Covering garments are important, but
so is the belt. The average dress belt is
not up to the task of keeping the holster
stabilized. A 40-ounce 1911, a 30-ounce
Commander or a fully loaded Glock 19
will shift and rotate even in a quality
holster if the belt isn’t up to the task. A
sufficiently thick double-stitched gun belt
is necessary for use with an IWB holster.
You do not necessarily have to match the
belt and the holster from the same maker but you often find relative bargains by
purchasing the holster, belt and magazine
carrier together.
The Hopp Custom Leather rig is an excellent example of exactly how a gun belt
should look, wear and be constructed. The
double stitching is ideal and the buckle is
classic in appearance. The belt doesn’t
scream gun, but it keeps the pistol stabilized. The gun belt should be purchased 1
inch larger than you would normally wear
in order to accommodate the extra girth of
a pistol worn inside the trousers.
This isn’t necessary with an on-the-belt
holster, but the same belt will do double
duty if you also deploy a standard strongside holster at times. The gun belt is es-

BY BOB CAMPBELL

LIKE A
GLOVE

Cold-Weather Handwear Options ◆BY BOB CAMPBELL
ity when wearing gloves could lead to
an unintended discharge — one that
is not exactly negligent, but any unintended discharge is a problem. You
might exert lateral pressure on the trigger without realizing you’re doing so
as soon as your trigger finger enters the
trigger guard. If you use a double-action-first-shot handgun, this danger is
reduced because firing the first round
requires a heavier trigger press. However, as the pistol transitions to single
action after this first shot, the problem
might be similar to or even more severe than a single-action 1911 or the
safe-action Glock, and it is quite possible to double-tap when you do not
wish to. Giving the trigger a second
slap without a conscious decision behind it is bad news. It is essential that
you practice firing your chosen handgun with gloved hands. Even if you
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safety rule: Keep your finger outside of
the trigger guard until you are ready to
fire. This means practicing manipulation of the trigger with a gloved hand.
If the glove is too thick, the trigger will
be pressed adequately, but trigger return and reset can be compromised to
the point of malfunction. (This is particularly true with the J-frame revolvers.) The glove material itself might
even become stuck in the upper section
of the trigger during firing. Practice in
keeping the gloved finger on the face
of the trigger is essential to good function with the revolver.
Gloves also impact other handgun
operations. The cylinder latch is not a
huge problem with gloved hands, but
the slide lock of a self-loading pistol
might be.
The self-loader indeed presents its
own set of problems. Reduced dexter-
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While I am no stranger to the combination of gloves and guns, it has been
some time since I have worn heavy
gloves daily. My native South endured
a remarkably rugged few weeks of
snow and ice in the winter of 2013-14,
and when the choice is between freezing or wearing gloves, we learn to use
the firearm with the gloves. I am aware
of the effect gloves have on my dexterity with a handgun. However, gloves
and handguns connect in different
ways depending upon the firearm.
I often carry one of my K-frame
.357 Magnum revolvers or a lightweight snub-nosed .38 for personal defense. The small-framed revolvers are
particularly difficult to use well with
gloved hands and, if the glove is anything but as tight and slim as possible,
it is difficult for me to quickly access
the trigger. Remember that important

CCW GLOVES

BY BOB CAMPBELL

5.11 TACLITE2
511TACTICAL.COM
$36.99
This glove fits tight. When wearing gloves for all chores that came up during the
testing and assessment process, including firing the handgun and addressing
combination locks, I found gripping ability and a tactile feel to be most crucial. I liked the low-cut Hatch gloves a bit better, but others involved in the
test liked the attachment points of the 5.11 and made it their top choice. This
simply means that there are good choices for every preference.
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during a firing string, you will be a
worse offender with gloved hands.
Even worse, you will have a more
difficult time dropping the slide. You
must practice with the gloves you will
be wearing to isolate such
problems. Especially avoid
riding the thumb against the
slide. If you employ certain
grip styles, this becomes extremely likely and could stop
the handgun from cycling.
Be certain you are able to actuate the safety, magazine release
and slide lock. While there is still
plenty of debate over the use of the
slide lock to release the slide, if you
train to run your gun by dropping the
slide with the slide lock, practice accordingly when you’re wearing gloves.
As I mentioned, you might not be
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live in sunny Florida or Georgia, well,
you’ve seen some pretty rugged storms
lately.
Some advocate taking the glove off
before firing. The late Elmer Keith
wrote of a friend “biting the glove off”
and quickly drawing a revolver to stop
a bear attack. A properly-fitting glove
will be difficult to shed quickly, so it
is better to practice with the gloved
hand. The glove absolutely must have
good adhesion, as if you are wearing
department-store gloves with no “traction,” the gun will likely slip around
like mad when fired. My normally accurate and controllable Glock Model
41 .45 became a poor performer when
wearing such cotton gloves. If you are
one of those who occasionally lets the
thumb of the support hand drift into
the slide lock, locking the slide back

CCW GLOVES

BY BOB CAMPBELL

GRIPSWELL SHOOTING
GLOVES WITH PALM PAD
GRIPSWELL.COM
$49.95

HATCH POLICE DUTY GLOVE
HATCH-CORP.COM
$29.99
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This glove is cut low to allow good wrist movement and still fits tightly, and it shined while working a lock combination to enter the range.
When operating the frame-mounted 1911 safety, it worked equally well.
(Position the finger, then move the safety off in practice — it will come
to you.) Handling the magazine release and laser button was good to
excellent, and tactile sensation in firing was good. This is a glove that
works well overall and does not need to be “bitten off” before using the
gun. It works particularly well with the Taurus Ribber grip, which isn’t
always glove-friendly. These gloves get the nod.
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The GripSwell is an excellent glove for shooting comfort. Perhaps comparing it to the other gloves in this article isn’t fair, as it was never designed
to be a tactical glove. (There is the temptation to put something we use
for one thing into universal use.) The GripSwell is good in handling and
the padded component does cushion recoil. (For a hard practice session with
the .357 Magnum, this is the glove.) Sensation in the trigger finger and when operating the Crimson Trace is good. However, the grip material is a little thicker than other
gloves, namely the Hatch. The GripSwell is built to last and is a fine range glove, but the
padded component that serves well on the range takes away from 24-hour use. Still, the
GripSwell is a true shooting glove and a good one.

CCW GLOVES

BY BOB CAMPBELL

Regardless of which gloves are selected, it
is imperative that firearm function is not
negatively impacted by their use.

ity and fit when selecting a shooting
glove. Thin shooting gloves aren’t going to keep the hands warm, but they
should stop the wind. After you have
the gloves, practice hard while wearing
them and consistently wear the same
style. Practice manipulating the handgun’s controls as well as drawing from
your holster. You might find you are
beginning anew in proficiency training.
Practicing with your gloves of choice
is likely more important than which
gloves you choose, as all three pairs I
assessed were strong performers. It is
like the SIG P226 versus the Beretta 92:
You might prefer one to the other, but
tactically there is nothing that can be
done with one you cannot do with the
other. As long as a piece of equipment
is meeting the fundamental needs of the
shooter, all else is personal preference.
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snow and with gloved
but very cold hands, had
placed his trigger finger not
on the trigger but on the front
of the trigger guard and attempted to
able to manipulate the slide lock at all
with gloved hands. If this is the case, fire the pistol.
now might be the time to retrain; racking the slide to the rear works every WHICH GLOVE?
time, gloves or no gloves.
Like any other product, there are
When using the pistol while wear- thousands of glove types and styles of
ing gloves, a strong grip is mandato- differing levels of quality. I evaluated a
ry. Some folks believe pistols seem to number of cheap options that bunched
kick more when using gloves, which up at the fingers, were too short and
seems counterintuitive. It is similar had linings that weren’t comfortable.
to experiencing a greater kick from a In fact, they quickly became worn and
shotgun that isn’t tightly snugged into the lining came out when removing the
the shoulder. Tight-fitting gloves that hand. Some had poor stitching and othallow a good solid grip on the handgun ers, particularly those of neoprene and
are an advantage and might alleviate spandex construction, offered good fit
this problem.
and dexterity but did not last very long.
I should mention an unfortunate inci- Leather and synthetic materials each
dent that occurred a few years ago. An have advantages.
As a private citizen, you do not have
officer was attempting to fire at a felon
armed with a shotgun. The officer later to be concerned with searching crimreported that his pistol would not fire inals or vehicles, but you should still
and the felon shot and seriously injured buy and train with good gloves that are
him.
gun-friendly and allow you to go about
After the event, investigators exam- your daily chores without constantly
ined the pistol and found it to fire and removing them.
In the end, the best advice I can
operate normally. The consensus was
that the officer, chasing a felon in deep give is to carefully consider the qual-

FASHIONABLE
& TACTICAL

The Woman’s Concealed Carry Struggle ◆BY BETH ALCAZAR
to encase or cover even the smallest
pocket pistol.
I could tell that my fellow trainer was
surprised at this revelation (and this realization). He raised his eyebrows and
lowered his gaze in the direction of my
jeans, shaking his head and mumbling
his disapproval and disappointment.
He admitted that he’d never run into
that kind of problem before. I shrugged
my shoulders and smiled and reiterated
that women — and women’s clothing
— are just different. With a laugh and
a nod of agreement, he offered his final
suggestion: Just head down to Bass Pro
Shops and pick up some tactical duty
pants.

CONCEALED AND FEMININE

A lot of people — guys especially —
like to inform women that concealed
carry is easy if you just “dress to the
gun.” But not all women wear jeans
and T-shirts all day every day, nor do
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women have blending tactical holsters
with fashionable wardrobes. After all,
our bodies, styles, needs and clothing
choices are often worlds apart. But I
politely watched and listened as he
demonstrated and touted the strengths
of the compact gun and then easily
slipped the Taurus into the pocket of
his pants. He smiled and nodded at
the two of us, pleased that he’d proven
what he believed to be the better way
for my friend (and for women, in general) to carry a firearm, even when the
temperatures increase and the clothing
options decrease. But I had to step in
and let him know why this particular
example wouldn’t work for us. I pointed out that his pockets — and his attire — worked perfectly for effectively
holding and hiding a small gun. But
the pockets on my jeans were barely
3 inches deep. My friend then looked
at her pockets, only to find that hers
too were very shallow — too shallow
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During a recent chapter meeting of
The Well Armed Woman, I was talking
with a member about an ankle holster
that could work for her in the hot, humid summer months in Alabama, a
time when she and many women prefer to wear lightweight, form-complementing tops (and a time when the
more traditional holsters don’t always
work). But halfway into our discussion,
another trainer, a very respected Army
vet, interrupted our conversation.
He sighed and grumbled about ankle
holsters, making it very obvious that he
didn’t approve of — or agree with —
my recommendations. Then he walked
over to his truck and retrieved a small
pistol — a Taurus 738 TCP — and told
us that all we women really needed in
order to effectively carry concealed
was a small gun.
I smiled, while also kind of cringing
inside, knowing that a lot of men just
don’t really understand the struggles

FASHIONABLE CCW

their functionality. But for many years
now, we’ve been desperately seeking
out the most effective ways to bring together the two very different worlds of
firearms and fashion.

BREAKING BARRIERS

FASHION AND FUNCTION

As more and more women continue
to participate in the shooting industry
and in concealed carry, there will likely
be many more products, resources, garments and gear made specifically with
women’s wants and needs in mind. And
this is a good thing! We want to encourage more females to get involved. We
certainly don’t want to scare anyone
away from carrying concealed by forcing her into unflattering clothes or uncomfortable holsters and telling her that
this is all there is.
But, ultimately, the most important
thing to remember is that choosing to
exercise your 2nd Amendment rights
is a serious life commitment. Safety
should never be jeopardized or compromised. And fashion should never be a
barrier for a female to be responsibly
armed … or an excuse for her not to be.
After all, it really is OK to love shooting guns and looking good.

SOURCES

Gun Girls, Inc.: gun-girls.com
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One woman who has taken this challenge to heart is Susan Kushlin, of Boca
Raton, Florida, the owner and president
of Gun Girls, Inc., a company that offers shirts, hats, purses and even a line
for babies and a separate G.G., Inc.
brand for men. One of the mottos on
the Gun Girls, Inc. website states: “All
gun girls can represent themselves in a
fashionable and ladylike manner.” And
this is what initially drew me to Kushlin and her company. She gets it. She
doesn’t support the idea that a woman should have to dress to the gun or
that she needs to sacrifice her style to
be able to carry her firearm every day.
In fact, Susan believes in women being
themselves so strongly, she created her
own business.
“I’ve been shooting for a little over
five years now,” Kushlin said. “And I
think that carrying a firearm is all about
family; it’s a way of life. This means
that your guns and your love of shooting should be able to fit right in with
who you are and what you do. In fact,
I firmly believe in fitting it all in — errands, lunch, pedicure, shooting range,
shopping — the best of all worlds!”
Kushlin spent years attending gun
shows and expos, scouring the floors
for something feminine and attractive
to purchase for herself. But she always
left empty-handed. She felt that the
products were mostly made by men, for
men, and that the women’s items were
just afterthoughts or guy’s shirts with
a woman’s logo slapped on them. For
these reasons, Kushlin decided to take
matters into her own hands, and she
carefully thought out and put together
a fashion line that offers an array of
apparel and accessories designed exclusively for females.
“A lot of women feel doomed to live
their lives in sweatshirts and unflattering clothing,” Kushlin said. “They get

involved with shooting and with concealed carry, and then they start to feel
uncomfortable or unattractive. But guns
and fashion don’t have to be mutually
exclusive.”
It’s not unusual to spot Kushlin, herself, at the shooting range, sporting her
fun and feminine looks, complete with
high heels. She’s very supportive of
women being able to train in the same
items that they’d wear to grab a cup
of coffee or to visit their friends. And
some of her favorite Gun Girls, Inc.
items include fashionable concealed
carry handbags, logoed travel totes,
bling belt buckles, rhinestone-studded
shirts and onesies with clever, pro-gun
sayings.
“There’s a little something for everyone in the whole family,” Kushlin said,
“because a family involved with firearms supports one another and makes
the decision to be in this together.”’
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we really care for bulky work pants
and polo shirts. And even though many
manufacturers are providing women’s
cuts and styles of their tactical pants
and shirts, it’s not entirely practical
or possible to wear these items every
day. For example, while I love the 5.11
Stryke Pants and Prois’ shooting shirts,
I typically save these clothing items for
training or competition. There’s certainly a growing selection of great women’s gear and garments for those kinds
of scenarios, but it’s the everyday life
events that have a lot of ladies scratching their heads.
Women are known for multitasking, and we are often juggling a lot of
different events and activities. We can
quickly and easily go from tennis skirts
and yoga pants to cocktail dresses and
business suits. And many females place
a significant amount of importance on
fashion. This doesn’t mean that ladies
are so overly concerned with how we
look and what we wear that we overlook
the importance of safety and the need
for concealed carry. Protecting our families and ourselves should always trump
modeling the hottest runway trends.
But women want to feel feminine. We
want to continue being ourselves while
at work and at play. And many women
refuse to sacrifice femininity to have the
security of carrying a gun.
Of course, beyond just dealing with
what clothes we prefer to wear, women
also wonder which holster to use. Many
of the ladies I know have a box full
of holsters. Some of these holsters are
items that just don’t feel right or work
well. Others are simply options to consider for different kinds of outfits and
weather.
From concealed carry handbags and
bra holsters to corsets and bellybands,
a lot of companies are still learning the
functionality challenges that women
face with carrying, issues that men do
not necessarily experience. Furthermore, many holster makers have realized that just making something pink
or sparkly doesn’t necessarily mean
it’s automatically appealing to women.
Women do want more style to go with

BY BETH ALCAZAR
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Concealed Carry for This Festive Season ◆BY SCOTT W. WAGNER
I have an idea of what works and what
doesn’t.
Ideally, I would like to carry my Beretta 92 duty pistol off-duty all year
round. During the winter, I can carry that
gun along with a spare magazine or two
on my belt and it will be covered by my
outer garments. However, my manner of
warm-weather dress precludes carrying
that gun in something other than slings and
fanny packs, and in most of my daily situations, staying very low profile is a must.
I can, however, stay low profile during the
winter while carrying a full-size pistol, depending on the cold-weather gear I select.

SWEATERS
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A sweater is great for concealing a
large or small handgun in an OWB (outside-the-waistband) style of holster. Belt
holsters designed for concealed carry, such
as those available from El Paso Saddlery
or Gould & Goodrich, work very well
here. They stay close in to the body and

are hidden, as long as the sweater does
not fit too tightly. Easy off-and-on paddle holsters are another option. Of course,
any IWB (inside-the-waistband) style
will work as well. Models that have the
“tuckable” feature — where a shirt can be
tucked over the gun and only the belt clips
are visible — can be worn with the shirt
tucked in behind the gun, rather than over
it, making access to the gun even quicker. If you use an IWB holster, the sweater
can be shorter since it only needs to cover
your handgun’s grip and not the entire gun.
However, I prefer the comfort of the OWB
when I am wearing a sweater … even a
gaudy Christmas one.
The right shoulder holster can also be
worn under a sweater. Here there is potential for wearing the 1942 “Tanker” Shoulder Holster from El Paso Saddlery totally
concealed — as long as the sweater is a
pullover type and is not too tightly fitted.
The Tanker rig is very comfortable and
holds the gun in front on your chest, rath-
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I feel fortunate to live in a part of the
United States that experiences all four seasons of weather. No, really, I do. In fact, if
I could, I would live well north of Ohio for
the cooler year-round weather if my wife
wouldn’t be on the phone with a divorce
attorney before I could get the family
moving plan operational. I enjoy the cool
weather of autumn and the wintry weather that begins in November. Christmas
wouldn’t be the same for me in someplace
warm like Florida.
But it isn’t just the winter weather that
I enjoy and find to be advantageous. Winter brings an array of additional options
for my off-duty concealed firearms carry.
Cold-weather gear, sweaters (including
traditionally gaudy “Christmas sweaters”),
jackets and layering garments all give additional cover not only to “spare tires” and
the like but also to firearms. However,
not all cold-weather garments are created
equal when it comes to concealed carry,
and in 35 years of carrying concealed,
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er than under the arm. Other shoulder rigs
— other than the upside-down type — will
work as well, as long as you have enough
looseness in the sweater so that you can
quickly pull the sweater up enough to get
access to your handgun.
One important point before you actually go out in public with a sweater concealing your handgun is to check yourself
out carefully in the mirror while twisting,
turning and bending to make sure you are
not “printing” your gun or forming an outline against the sweater or other clothing. If
there are a few movements that cause printing, just make note and try to avoid those
movements in public — or at least while
people might be looking.

SWEATSHIRTS

LIGHT JACKETS

ing attempts.
Wearing a cross-draw holster when driving works well for right-handed folks, as it
positions the gun away from the entangling
confluence of the lap and shoulder portion
of the driver-side seatbelt harness. They
don’t work as well when you are right handed and occupy the front passenger seat, and
lefties are better off with a left-hand standard draw design if they are driving.

SUITS AND SPORT JACKETS

I try to avoid wearing suits and sport
jackets like the plague, except perhaps
when going to church or particularly special
occasions. However, suits and sport jackets
do offer a wider variety of concealed carry options than you might normally have.
Rarely does one remove a suit or sport jacket when indoors, so leaving it on draws no
attention. Underneath this jacket type, you
can wear a shoulder holster, such as the
excellent upside-down model from Nevada Gunleather. What makes this design so
great is that even if the sport jacket is lifted
above the belt line (not likely, but possible),
the holster remains invisible since there are
no straps required to hold it to your trouser
belt.
Most OWB belt holsters are out for this
level of dress since men’s dress slacks
won’t accommodate a thick enough belt to
fully stabilize the holster and keep it from
flopping over, particularly when carrying a
full-size handgun. For waistband carry, one
will likely need to rely on an IWB model
or a paddle holster. When wearing a sport
jacket — or sweater for that matter — the
belt clips of tuckable rigs won’t be visible
either. The Remora IWB holsters will also
be very comfortable for this manner of
dress.

WINTER COATS

Winter coats are awesome for not only
carrying handguns in holsters but for coat
pocket carry, and this is again where a
concealed hammer revolver shines. It is
the ONLY type of handgun from which
you can rapidly launch its entire supply
of ammo with the gun still in your pocket
without the gun jamming. You can appear
to be keeping your hands warm while, in
fact, you have your hand on your gun and
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Lightweight jackets also can conceal
larger handguns. One thing to remember,
however: Most people expect you to take
off an outer jacket after you have been inside for any period of time. Depending on
the weight of the jacket, you will be get-

ting hot pretty soon. So while you can wear
your concealed firearm on the outside of a
potentially covering clothing item under
your jacket, you have to take care if you
wish to take your jacket off. Strategy is
called for.
If I carry a handgun in an OWB or IWB
holster directly under a coat or jacket and
am entering a restaurant, I prefer a restaurant with booth seating. To take the coat
off without alarming anyone, I sit down in
the booth first, then take the coat off of my
shoulders and let it settle around my waist.
I don’t get up again until it is time to leave,
and make sure no one other than those in
my party are standing near me before getting up. This technique also works when
seated in an open back chair, although
more attention is needed to keep the jacket
covering the firearm. I have used this technique as a cop here in Ohio for 25 years
before civilian concealed carry permits became available, and no one ever noticed I
was armed. This was particularly important
for me since every agency I have worked
for has rules and regulations requiring that
officers keep their off-duty guns concealed
so as not to alarm the public.
Shoulder holsters can also be worn under jackets, of course, but that pretty well
rules out taking the jacket off in public.
The right interior jacket pockets also work
well. I got many years of winter service out
of a military surplus flight jacket. It had
heavy-duty interior snap pockets that were
great for carrying an aluminum-frame Colt
Agent .38 Special revolver off-duty. The
snap was ideal, as it held the pocket closed
against the weight of the gun and I carried
the gun on the weak-side pocket, reaching
across in cross-draw fashion to draw the
firearm.
Speaking of cross-draw holsters, while
not as popular as they once were, they also
work very well under jackets and sweaters.
The seating system I described in public
is still the same: Sit first, then remove the
jacket, thus keeping the firearm covered.
Cross-draw holsters are also great while
driving a car. Bond Arms has an excellent
“Driving Holster” designed specifically
for holding one of their fine derringers in
an ideal position when seated behind the
wheel. It is great for discouraging carjack-
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Hooded sweatshirts like the great
BLACKHAWK! CCW Tech Hoodie,
when worn in more casual situations or in
the early fall, offer an additional advantage
not available in a traditional sweater. Access to your handgun is available through a
special slot within the front “hand warmer”
pocket. If you carry a short-barreled handgun in the “appendix” or front position in
an IWB holster, you can keep your hand on
your gun, ready to draw, while merely appearing to keep warm. Here, a snub-nosed
revolver with a concealed hammer would
be ideal for a situation requiring an emergency draw. This type of snubbie prevents
any sort of potential malfunction involving entanglement of the clothing with the
firearm’s operating mechanism. I wish this
hoodie would have been available when I
worked undercover narcotics 34 years ago.
It would have come in handy.
A zippered front pocket on a standard
hoodie can also work very well for carrying a lightweight handgun like the Ruger LCP. As with all pocket carry, use an
inside-the-pocket holster like those from
Remora.

BY SCOTT W. WAGNER
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pointed in the direction of a potential threat.
Smith & Wesson still has the two best styles
of this type of handgun in the basic form of
the concealed yet accessible hammer-style
Model 638 .38 Special “Bodyguard” and
the totally enclosed hammer Model 642
“Centennial.” I have carried both types
extensively, and currently carry the 642 exclusively.
A number of years ago, while working
daylight patrol at the sheriff’s office, I received a report of a couple of deer hunters
who were spotted on private property and
reported by a neighbor. It was very cold that
day, so I was wearing my winter coat in the
car. Not knowing if these individuals were
poachers, trespassers or there legitimately,
I felt a bit outclassed since they would be
likely holding shotguns loaded with rifled
slugs when I approached them. I did not,
however, have probable cause to walk up
on them with my duty pistol drawn. Before
I got out of my cruiser, I drew my 638 from
its pants pocket holster and transferred it
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to my right-side coat pocket. I was able to
approach the two hunters who, as it turned
out, were legitimate hunters who had permission to hunt the property. I talked with
them with my hand in my pocket and the
638 pointed in their direction ready to fire if
needed, right through the pocket. I did all of
this without causing unnecessary alarm to
them and without garnering a complaint on
myself for an unnecessary display of force.
One or two words of caution about carrying in a winter coat pocket. First, make sure
it is deep enough to truly contain the handgun, especially if you slip to the ground on
ice or snow. Second, use a pocket holster
to protect your gun from pocket lint, avoid
negligent discharges and help keep it in
place.
Of course, the other standard concealed
carry methods that work during warm
weather still work in cold weather as well.
Ankle carry is still a great option, unless
you bundle up so heavily that it becomes
difficult to bend over and obtain your gun.

That is another thing you might want to test
before you go out.
Remember that the holiday season always means an uptick in crime, particularly crimes of robbery and theft. Many
times those crimes occur in shopping
center parking lots, so be extra vigilant
when you are out and carry your firearm
where it is accessible. While heavy winter
clothing can be an advantage for concealing a legally carried firearm, it can also
be a disadvantage if not enough thought
is given to quick access.

SOURCES

El Paso Saddlery: epsaddlery.com
Gould & Goodrich: gouldusa.com
Blackhawk: blackhawk.com
Remora Holsters:
remoraholsterstore.com
Nevada Gun Leather:
nevadagunleather.com

“

I SAID, PLEASE,
MY KIDS ARE
HERE ... PLEASE
DON’T SHOOT!
Forced to pull the trigger
to defend his children

”

David Jackson, USCCA Member

David jumped into action and saved his children and innocent bystanders from two
armed robbers. Without USCCA Membership benefits, David’s story could have
ended very differently.
When the smoke cleared, David was taken to the police station for questioning.
As a USCCA Member, David had membership benefits that provided the resources
necessary for him to engage an experienced criminal defense attorney who
helped him successfully navigate the legal aftermath of the incident.
After all, doing the right thing shouldn’t cost you everything.
Join USCCA Today to Get Complete Peace of Mind...

www.USCCA.com/Join

Or call our Wisconsin-based team at 877-677-1919
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